
PASSPORT OF THE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

• 8D02301 – Philology r / o

PURPOSE OF THE EDUCATIONAL 
PROGRAM

Training of doctoral students, highly professional philologists who can make
a significant contribution to the development of new philological knowledge
and education, create a foundation for the preservation of the national
culture of national consciousness, disseminate philological knowledge in
society and research activities.

AREA OF PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY Educational (pedagogical; 
2. Educational and educational;
3. Educational and technological;
4. Socio-pedagogical;
5. Experimental research;
6. Organizational and managerial; 

8. Editorial office - as editor of publishing houses



LEARNING OUTCOMES 
(RO)

РО1 –to identify the dominant trajectories in the development of modern
philological science;
РО2 –analyze, compare and evaluate different points of view of philologists,
scientific schools and directions; challenge classical philological ideas, taking into
account the rules of scientific ethics; extract new scientific ideas and use them in
their professional activities;
РО3 –create scientific work; to evaluate and determine the significance of one or
another product of one's own and another scientific activity;
РО4- сommunicate your knowledge and achievements to colleagues, the scientific
community and the general public; effectively resolve issues of interpersonal
communication and human resource management;
РО5 - communicate on topics in the field of philology with peers in status, with the
wider scientific community and society; contribute with their own original research
to expand the boundaries of the scientific field that may merit publication at the
national or international level;
РО6–to conduct fundamental research using modern methods of various areas of
philology (contrastive linguistics, cognitive linguistics and literary studies,
psychoanalytic literary criticism, etc.), to present scientific results with reasoned
using new technologies;



РО7–to effectively use information technologies in the field of philology; adapt to
changing environmental conditions and make management decisions in the face of
different opinions;
РО8– analyze philological information and correctly formulate appropriate
conclusions and conclusions in the state, Russian and foreign languages; to promote
technological, social or cultural development for the advancement of a knowledge-
based society.


